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The Light/Sound “First Language” Neural Reality Experience 

March, 2018 – Garnet Dupuis 

Neural Reality – A Definition: 

Recent science has given us two new technologies that expand our exploration of 

consciousness and perception.  Virtual Reality and its younger sibling, Augmented Reality 

present a person with access to expanded sensory based cognitive experiences.  The author is 

here presenting another related category of experience, Neural Reality. 

Neural Reality and its associated theories, technologies and methods are based on the ranges 

and realms of experience that present themselves when consciousness and the senses are 

turned inward.  Neural Reality is complex and rich with information and can be explored 

purposefully with impressive rewards. 

Our daily experience of conventional external Reality is a mix of sensory impressions, symbolic 

representations and cognitive interpretations.  Both Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality 

maintain these principles and extend or modify them in unique presentation styles. 

Neural Reality functions with a different premise.  With consciousness and the senses turned 

inward, a quality of experience is available that pre-exists symbolic representation and 

cognitive interpretation. It is not poetry but rather the experience from which poetry emerges.  

Neural Reality presents a direct consciousness based non-symbolic language that 

communicates rich and meaningful information without layers of symbol or interpretation.  The 

language is the primal expression of information using energy itself as its alphabet, word and 

voice. 

 

Introduction: 

Using light and sound to affect cognitive states has a long and storied history in human 

civilization.  Leaving history to itself and focusing more on our contemporary explorations and 

discoveries is the goal of this short article.  Here we will attempt to frame the concepts, 

theories, practices and outcomes of an approach to guiding and enhancing cognitive processes 

as they relate to neuroplasticity and new learning.  The novel term “Neural Reality” is coined at 

this time by the author in an effort to define a technological approach that relates, with key 

differences, to the development in Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality. 
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Recent Background: 

Discoveries in two related fields surged and overlapped over the roughly the past 150 years.  

The two fields are 1) the bioelectromagnetic characteristics of the Central Nervous System 

(CNS) including specifically the brain and 2) the ability to create effects in the CNS using 

exogenous signal stimulation sources. 

After Du Bois-Reymond had demonstrated the electrical nature of nerve impulse in 1848, 

speculations arose as to whether sensory impulses in the brain were also electrical.  In 1875, 

Richard Caton of Liverpool, showed that in experimental animals, variations in electrical 

potential were produced in specific parts of the cortex by corresponding movements. 

(Bioelectrodynamics & Biocommunication, Ed. Mae-Wan Ho, Fritz-Albert Popp, Ulrich Warnke, 

1994) 

Successful recordings of human brainwaves were not achieved until 1924 by the German 

psychiatrist, Hans Berger who came across what is now termed the alpha 10 Hz frequency 

during his failed attempts at determining the physiological basis for psychic phenomena such as 

telepathy.  He worked progressively to also discover a faster frequency characteristic he termed 

beta.  The naming using Greek letters was simply a cataloguing convenience as the first was 

called “alpha” and the second “beta” only because of the sequence of letters in the Greek 

alphabet.  He did not publish his findings until 1929 when he had given up on the psychic aspect 

and accepted the simple neurological finding.  It was here in 1929 that he coined the lasting 

term “electroencephalogram” (EEG). 

In 1935 Edgar Douglas Adrian confirmed Berger’s findings as well as discovering the range of 

brainwaves we now call delta.  The theta waves were discovered in 1943 by the American 

neurologist William Grey Walter. It is also Walter (and associates) that discovered the visual 

evoked potentials produced by rhythmical stimuli such as strobe lights shone on open or closed 

eyes.  They observed that at certain frequencies the stimulus not only evoked changes in the 

visual field but also spread over the entire brain and entrained it to oscillate synchronously. 

(V.J. Walter & W.G. Walter, The central effect of rhythmic sensory stimulation, Electroenceph, 

clin. Neurophysiology, 1 (1949) 57).  W.G. Walter went on to write the first definitive book on 

the subject entitled The Living Brain.  It was this book that famously (infamously?) inspired 

William Burroughs, Brion Gysin and Ian Sommerville in 1959 to create the Dream Machine (aka 

Dreamachine) in an effort to provoke hypnagogic experiences when placing the face with eyes 

closed near the rhythmic pulsing or flickering of light.  Gysin on a bus trip across France had 

noticed a peculiar effect while leaning his head against a train window for eyes-closed rest. The 

train was passing a long line of equally spaced trees and as the sun shone through the trees, the 

flickering light caused Gysin to shift into an attractive cognitive state.  Once back at the hotel 

with Burroughs, he explained the experience.  Burroughs had been reading The Living Brain 
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book by Walter and described to Gysin an aspect of the book that would seem to have 

explained Gysin’s odd experience. And so, in our modern era, the early “beatniks”, along with 

drug use and counter-culture views, were the first to introduce “Neural Reality” technology into 

popular, non-scientific society. Gysin had aspirations to create a consumer product based on 

the Dreamachine but was never successful. 

 

The Next Step and Brain Entrainment: 

The ongoing parallel paths of cranial electrodynamic neuroscience and exogenous brain 

signaling increasingly overlapped with the advent of progressive new, non-invasive 

technologies.  One of the “children” of this dual exploration is known as the “frequency 

following response”.  In the simplest terms, this means that if a signal with a sustained set 

periodicity (timing or rate) is experienced by the brain, the brain will tend, in very general 

terms, to be inclined to follow that signal in its electrical activities.  It is experienced commonly 

by anyone who finds themselves tapping their foot to some rhythmic music.  The “frequency 

following response” has become better known by its popularized name “brain entrainment”.  

Shamanic and First Nation drumming is another example which often tends to settle intuitively 

in the “twilight consciousness” range of theta brainwave frequencies. 

Ancient scientists were fascinated by the phenomenon of flickering lights. Apuleius 

experimented in 125 A.D. with the flickering light produced by the rotation of a potter's wheel, 

finding that it could reveal a type of epilepsy. Ptolemy studied in 200 A.D. the phenomenon of 

the flickering generated by sunlight through the spokes of a spinning wheel. He noted that 

patterns and colors appeared in the eyes of the observer and that a feeling of euphoria could 

be experienced. French psychologist Pierre Janet, one of the first who reported a "rescripting" 

procedure, noticed that the patients at Salpetriere Hospital in Paris experienced reductions in 

hysteria and increased relaxation when exposed to flickering lights. (Budzynski, The Clinical 

Guide to Light and Sound, 1995.) 

Unfortunately, the ease of concept has led to an oversimplification of the fact – an especially 

easy thing to achieve in our Internet age and social media. 

The idea of the entire brain resting in one single frequency is naïve.  The distribution of specific 

brainwaves is uneven throughout the entire brain.  It is unlikely for a person to have an excess 

of one frequency in one area while having a deficiency of another somewhere else.  Brainwave 

activity is exceedingly complex and rapidly changing according to internal and external adaptive 

stimulation.  We are all different, especially when it comes to the distribution of our 

brainwaves. Boosting a certain specific brainwave state may be beneficial for one person, and 

emotionally uncomfortable and contraproductive for another.  
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The following is a quote from Thomas Budzynski, PhD, (professor University of Washington and 

Stanford University – widely published and respected) The Clinical Guide to Light and Sound 

(1995).  This is considered a classic summary article written by one of the preeminent early 

scholars and practitioners.  The point relates to “delta brainwaves and sleep” and illustrates the 

fact that oversimplified concepts of singular brainwaves controlling singular states is erroneous 

and potentially misleading: 

“It is important to note that these various bands do not necessarily appear one at a time 

although they can do just that. In most instances however, there will be a dominant frequency 

mixed in with some other frequency energy. Thus, some individuals will show an alpha pattern 

mixed with occasional theta and beta. Additionally, a drowsy theta pattern can be interrupted 

by an alpha burst, if the individual becomes a bit more alert, or even delta if the individual 

becomes sleepier. For most people the transition into a theta state (if alpha or beta are not 

mixed in) signals a state of unconsciousness. If the EEG shows primarily theta energy yet is 

mixed with some alpha and/or beta, the individual may report feeling drowsy yet conscious.” 

It is also well known that sustained rhythmic signaling from various sources such as light and 

sound but also electrical, magnetic and kinetic stimulation can, in a very small minority of 

persons, result in negative experiences.  This fact is of special interest in the rapidly evolving fields 

of Virtual Reality applications. The affected person may be aware of their tendency and 

diagnosed as epileptic or, in some cases, be entirely unaware of their sensitivity until their first 

experience.  An event as unpredictable as fireworks in the night time sky or flashing car headlights 

at night in the rain can act as the surprise trigger. 

The brain fundamentally has two types of neurons – excitatory and inhibitory.  We have more 

inhibitory than excitatory neurons.  The inhibitory neurons play the critical role of shaping and 

limiting excitatory stimulation into purposeful, ordered information.  In some persons, the 

inhibitory neurons can be quickly overwhelmed in such a way that the excitatory neurons are 

unleashed resulting in waves of disco-ordinated activity.  The phenomenon is best known in 

epilepsy however the tendency also occurs by degree and from various triggers. To be clear, 

persons with conventional epilepsy may have a seizure unpredictably and without a known 

cause. If in the case of technologically applied rhythmic stimulation of any type, a person 

experiences increased anxiety, convulsion-like symptoms, overwhelming subconscious images, 

nausea, headaches, dizziness or increased heartbeat, discontinuing the use of the stimulation is 

considered appropriate.  Fortunately, the vast majority of people tolerate rhythmic stimulation 

very well with a wide variety of positive benefits and experiences.  The extremely wide range of 

musical styles enjoyed in all cultures is good evidence of this fact.  Brain Entrainment techniques 

basically fall into two related approaches with significant differences: 
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1) Basic Brain Entrainment: 

a. The signals in the output device are singular and predetermined with an effort to 

create a generalized “frequency following response” in the brain; 

b. Basic Brain Entrainment shall be discussed further below; 

2) Neurofeedback: 

a. The feedback derived from real time measurements of brainwave activity is used 

to help the subject actively generate certain singular brain waves in certain parts 

of the brain; 

b. Neurofeedback is one of the very few forms of Biofeedback to survive into the 21st 

century despite all of the glorious claims and expectations of the late 20th century; 

c. Neurofeedback is a field in which numerous professional theories compete for 

acceptance and validation – it is still theoretically maturing despite its overtly 

simple premise – it is especially challenged with the advent of neuroplasticity, 

brain networks and harmonic connectomes, all of which illustrate unforeseen 

complex interactions. 

Now with inexpensive digital technologies and the internet, there is a flood of Basic Brain 

Entrainment products and postings many of which make outrageous and highly dubious claims.  

It is interesting that many of the persons producing these are of such an age that they are 

apparently unaware of the decades of previous credible academic/medical research in these 

fields – most of which came to matured findings and conclusions by the mid 1980’s – perhaps 

well before many of these newly involved persons were even born. 

Another quote from Budzynski illustrating the rapid increase in the phenomenon in the 1960’s, 

70’s and 80’s: 

“During the turbulent 60s and 70s interest in ways of producing altered states without drugs 

proliferated alongside drug experimentation. Alpha EEG feedback by Dr. Joe Kamiya at 

Langley~Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute in San Francisco helped initiate the age of biofeedback. 

Others found greater psychedelic-like effects in rhythmic light/sound combinations and numerous 

nightclubs began using strobes to dramatize the effects of the compelling music for dancing. 

Scientists continued their investigation of light/sound, examining the phenomena of hemispheric 

synchronization and EEG entrainment. Jack Schwarz, best known for his demonstrations of 

conscious mind control over autonomic responses, developed the ISIS, a device which used 

rhythmic sounds and variable frequency lights in goggles to produce certain mental states. Other 

contemporary explorers of the L/S phenomenon included Richard Townsend, who in 1973 

published a description of a device with goggle-mounted lights for photo entrainment. Seymour 

Charas, a scientist at City College of New York, in 1974 obtained the first patent on a L/S device, 

but according to Hutchison (1990), it was never put into production. Breakthroughs in 
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microelectronics in the 1980s enabled a number of inventors to develop various programs of L/S 

frequency changes and light intensity modulation.” 

The author would highly recommend any party interested in the emergence and evolution of 

Brain Entrainment to read books written and published at the early peak of enthusiasm (1980’s 

– Megabrain, 1986 by Hutchinson, is a good example).  The excited expectations were exuberant 

with claims of Brain Entrainment (and related Biofeedback) leading to profound changes in 

education, healing and consciousness resulting in “super learning” and “effortless 

enlightenment”.  Well what happened?   

The author is often asked, “Does Brain Entrainment work?”  His honest answer is, “Yes, for certain 

purposes but not as well as we would like”. 

In the opinion of the author (supported by research over the past decades), Brain Entrainment is 

a valid process and is evidence of the fact that the human brain is sensitive and responsive to 

exogenous signaling of various types.  However, it is very easy to overvalue the “frequency 

following response” in and of itself especially when it is divorced from the more complex signal 

processing dynamics of the brain.  The result of Brain Entrainment is a narrowing of neural activity 

in various parts of the brain with a “trance state” outcome.  The entraining rhythms “capture and 

hold” neurological activity within a semi-rigid bioelectric set of activities and subjectively shift 

the parallel cognitive state into accordance.  The degree of “learning” is low, retention of the 

state is short and integration into complex skills poor.  Here “learning” is defined as the migration 

of the well-ordered functions of the brain into a new and higher order of functioning.  To move 

from a certain ordered state to another higher order cannot be achieved in a linear fashion by 

restraining complexity and forcing the brain into an isolated response.  As an “effector” the 

sustained periodicity typical of Brain Entrainment techniques is moderately successful in inducing 

a restrained and altered condition but fails at promoting significant degrees of signaled 

integration. 

 

EEG and What Do We Know about the Brain: 

As described above, the measurement and mapping of the electrical activity of the human brain 

has been progressing since the beginnings of the 20th century non-stop for about 100 years.  As 

discoveries are made, metaphoric models of the brain continuously evolve mirroring the state of 

our technologies and physical science.  We have leap frogged from a mechanical clockwork brain 

to a telecommunications model to the binary computer to the internet cloud to, now, the 
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Complex Adaptive System (CAS) model borrowed from Systems Theory and Chaos Theory.  What 

next?  Too soon to say. 

What began with early EEG has been refined progressively and joined by impressive technologies 

such as magnetoencephalography (MEG), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), 

computed tomography scan (CT Scan) and others.  We are able to see functional activities of the 

brain in near real time and the more we see the more we are in awe. 

Much of the concept and language of the brain is still harbored in the perspective of the EEG 

tradition.  Hidden within the EEG perspective (which has been highly useful) are a few layers of 

scientific “white lies”.  First of all, the signals that are valued in an EEG process are gathered from 

a variety of approaches that are based fundamentally on the number and placement of the EEG 

sensors.  In essence (assuming good conductivity which is the Golden Rule of EEG processes), the 

more sensors the better – up to 250 or so is preferred in more controlled experimentation. 

That’s good news and bad news.  The good news is one can harvest huge amounts of electrical 

data from one short reading.  The bad news is, well, you now have huge amounts of data to 

somehow figure out.  The issue emerges – how to find the “signal in the noise”.  Right then and 

there, one has a problem.  By what value do you assign “signal” (that’s a good thing) from “noise” 

(that’s a bad thing).  Basically, a proposal is set forward that defines certain signals or signal 

combinations as “good” or “valued” or “significant” and, all the rest is discarded or disregarded.  

After all, it is just “noise”.  Numerous algorithms have appeared over time and to this day, there 

exists a variety of preferred algorithmic filters in use. 

This approach is typical of conventional scientific philosophy which is reductionistic in principle 

and isolating by design.  It is a view based on “construction by parts and pieces” in which certain 

pieces prevail in importance.  One must deconstruct the edifice in order to understand its nature.  

And so, for the electrical nature of the human brain, a system of convenience with discrete and 

defined brainwave frequencies is a “theoretical shoe that fits the philosophical foot”.  Mind you, 

none of this is a negative criticism but rather a simple observation not unknown by others. 

It is also true that standard EEG methods are able to detect the summary activity of many, many 

neurons acting within the superficial layers of the neocortex.  It would not be unfair to describe 

this as the “tip of the iceberg”.  This flood of raw data is then converted into discernable 

information through a series of algorithmic conversions and reconversions to produce isolated 

“sensible” signal signatures. 

As analogy, the approach (which has in its own right defensible value and application) is not 

unlike the molecular disassembling of a complex plant in an attempt to identify various “active 
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ingredients”, isolate the ingredients, discard the remaining materials and synthesize the ‘active 

ingredient(s) for easily reproduced primary effects.  The uncomfortable fact of incredibly long 

lists of “side effects” (a convenient euphemism) is considered excusable because of the targeted 

“primary” effect.  Actually, the views of “primary” and ‘secondary” effects are entirely 

subjectively dependent on the “spin” of the information as, in fact, all effects are actual effects. 

Along this same line of thinking, the author believes that neuroscience as it exists today has 

accomplished great feats but is also in its infancy regarding the brain and its complex 

communication networks.  As a Complex Adaptive System (CAS), the brain is a constant flurry of 

incomprehensible activity and is more like a galactic symphony than a simple beating drum.  

Simply because a particular area of the brain may momentarily exhibit higher amplitude 

(stronger) frequency signals does not mean that all the other “buzz” is “noise” to be disregarded. 

The “noise” of Chaos is not meaningless just because we cannot quickly filter it into isolation 

before it, specter like, changes its morphology in the next instant.  (As a point of clarification, 

“chaos” is not equivalent to “randomness” – “chaos” exhibits very high degrees of dynamic 

complexity and is a cardinal and positive feature of a CAS).  A CAS, including our human brain, 

dances in the dynamic waters between Chaos and Order.  To conjure an Eastern image, the dance 

of Shiva and Shakti may be much closer to the truth of adaptation and information processing on 

a moment to moment basis in your brain at this very moment.  A CAS is famously sensitive to 

ultra-weak influences (consider Lorenz and his “Butterfly Effect”).  When all one has is a hammer, 

everything looks like a nail. It may be critical to “read between the lines” when it comes to brain 

signaling (analogies abound� . 

 

This Thing We Call the Brain: 

The exciting promise of neuroplasticity brings into light certain views we hold regarding the 

“brain”.  The fact that neuroplastic techniques can be generally grouped into three categorical 

approaches poses some interesting perspectives regarding the “brain” and “learning”. 

Targeted neuroplastic changes can be approached through 1) Movement, 2) Mental and 3) 

Sensory avenues.  From the perspective of methodology, these three can be considered 

separately and individually.  This a convenience from the point of view of technique but should 

not be considered as evidence that these dynamics exist separately in the living human being.  In 

every person, all three of these avenues are merged as one integrated whole and function in a 

synergistic union.  Consequently, when one avenue is theoretically isolated and used as the 
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primary stimulation, deep and impressive results will occur when, in some fashion, the other 

avenues are used as extended “reinforcements” of the intended goals and outcomes. 

In the views of the author, we must be very cautious to limit the identification of the “brain” 

exclusively to the “thing” inside our skull.  An overly robust anatomical reductionism may be 

satisfied with the organ inside the head but functionally and from a wholistic systems view, a 

much broader and inclusive view is encouraged. 

From an evolutionary perspective, consider the idea that the term “brain” can be both a noun 

and a verb.  As a verb, it is an information processing and coordinating action that acts via various 

interacting organs.  In this approach, the “cranial brain” is the youngest “brain” preceded by the 

“heart brain”.  Before the “heart brain” there was the “gut brain” and even earlier than that, 

there was the “skin brain”.  In present day, all four of these “brains” function inseparably with 

degrees and types of contribution in one fluid interaction.  Advancing neurological research is 

continually finding anatomical and physiological evidence of multiple communication channels 

and interactions involving these various “brains”.  It is now known that the heart organ (“heart 

brain”) has more neurological communications sent to the “cranial brain” than the “cranial brain” 

to the heart.  Similar findings include systems as diverse as the immune system providing rich 

information to the “cranial brain” as is also true of the “gut brain”.  Consider the technique of 

acupuncture in which stimulation of the “skin brain” is utilized to effect the entire organ functions 

of the body in numerous ways. 

New models of adaptation, survival and learning are absorbing macroscopic evidence of quantum 

dynamics to explain the human being.  Lightning fast (literally speed of light) communications 

within the human organism indicate a new biophysical principle at work in our bodies.  

Electromagnetic signaling at a microscopic and macroscopic levels point towards global 

coherence and “non-equilibrium molecular constellations” as primary communication and 

organization features that include the “cranial brain” as one important aspect of self-regulation 

but do not limit the functions to the “cranial brain”. 

The brain as a Complex Adaptive System (CAS) is currently the best and most productive model 

to use when designing technologies and methods to enhance neuroplastic change and general 

regulation.  In the simplest terms, a CAS is an entity of any dimensional size that has more “parts 

and pieces” than be counted.  All of these “parts and pieces” are interconnected and maintain a 

fluid interactive communication through mind boggling feedforward and feedback loops.  A CAS 

is “scalable” meaning it can expand and shrink by dimension while still using the same principled 

dynamics.  In this sense, it has inherently the “self-same” characteristic of any fractal expression.  
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A CAS relies on the constant satisfaction of energy supply for all its multitude of functions and 

can store only limited amounts of energy at conservation levels.  A CAS must maintain efficient 

channels of spontaneous communication to maintain its complex and ever-changing order. A CAS 

is an “open system” which means it maintains a constant sensitive relationship with its 

environment as source of information and energy. This “open” nature provides the CAS with a 

surprising degree of “elasticity” in its adaptive responses to changing conditions.  As described 

above, this “elasticity” permits the creative dance in and out of Order into Chaos and back into 

Order again.  Any Artificial Intelligent algorithm would be envious of this fundamental “learning” 

process found in every CAS.   

Lastly, and perhaps most intriguing, is that a CAS is self-regulating and decentralized in its 

commands.  It is the perfect model of “the whole being greater than the sum of its parts”.  Please 

keep in mind that the “brain” (if not the entire human organism) is a CAS. 

 

The Brain & The Dance of Shiva: 

Understanding the brain is not easy, to say the least.  The turn of the 20th century gave us 

phrenology (corresponding “bumps” or shape configurations of the boney skull to ascertain 

aspects of brain function and even personality traits).  This concept collapsed upon further 

research but it did yield the seeds of the next major step in brain exploration.  The principle of 

“localization” was soon to follow and was permitted by ever increasing success in open skull brain 

surgery procedures.  It became evident that certain specific anatomical areas of the brain 

contributed significantly to various cognitive, sensory and motor functions.  The big hint was 

found in the correlation of site specific brain lesions (injuries) with obvious function disruption or 

loss.  Furthermore, taking advantage of an open access to brain tissues while doing surgeries to 

the brain (often time related to epilepsy but also including a variety of conditions) neurosurgeons 

were able to “poke, prod, probe, and shock” highly defined brain sites and observe the reports 

of the conscious and semi-conscious patients. 

In recent years, we have developed the brain “network” model that builds upon the “localization” 

principle.  The “network” model, in effect, recognizes that certain related localized areas of the 

brain can and do functionally unite to fulfill specific categories and types of tasks.  A network may 

have a degree of structural connectedness while also maintaining a more fluid and task 

dependent set of signal communication capacities.  The “network” model of brain function is a 

conceptual leap forward and a major focus of brain studies in our times. 
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Furthering the “network” model is the near-esoteric realms of Connectome Harmonics which is 

the consideration of the massive number of events taking place between communication nodes 

and their minor networks.  The Human Connectome project has been initiated and mirrors in 

principle the now completed Human Genome project.  To give a modest yet shocking analogy, it 

is explained that if one were to write in coded letters, single spaced lines the entire Human 

Genome, it would result in a conventional paper book of one million pages.  Persons involved in 

the Human Connectome project estimate (somehow?) that if completed and represented in 

coded letters, single spaced lines, the “book” of the Human Connectome would be about one 

million of the Human Genome book in size (that’s one million books of one million pages each!!!).  

It brings to mind the “astronomical” numbers generated by astrophysicists when they describe 

the physical cosmos.  Also consider the trillions (estimates vary from 15 to 70) of cells in the 

human body and the approximation of 100,000 functional actions in every cell every second.  

Obviously, we must be willing to go far beyond counting on fingers and toes – such is the domain 

of what we may currently refer to as a CAS. 

These degrees of complexity demand new, non-linear approaches in investigation.  Computer 

modeling of artificial systems is being helpful as is the data harvesting and analysis provided by 

increasingly faster computer sensing devices.  One profound understanding is that living systems 

defy the laws of entropy and exist in sustained non-equilibrium states (as long as they can at 

least).  The self-regulation aspect of a CAS remains open to influences while maintaining 

functional integrity within a reasonable set of adaptation parameters. 

The dynamics within the parameters of self-regulation are decidedly not static.  Frankly, as 

attractive as the term may be, “balance” is not the principle goal of a CAS because conditions of 

change are ever present and perhaps the only constant is change itself.  The author proposes the 

term and concept of “harmony” as a more justified appreciation of the “dance of Shiva”. 

The “dance” is characterized by oscillations between degrees of Order and Chaos. Stable and 

Unstable. Coherence and Decoherence. Common and Uncommon. Perhaps even Yang and Yin.  

All in Harmony and rarely in Balance…because the fulcrum of the teeter tooter is always shifting 

to avoid equilibrium in a critically important non-equilibrium system.  Always “tricking” its way 

out of Death – at least for now. 
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Stable & Unstable – How the Brain Learns: 

You are able to read this document and make some amount of intelligent sense about it because 

of well ordered, common brain patterns and related states of consciousness.  And that is very 

good. 

What works, works – so don’t fix it if it’s not broken, they say.  However, somethings stop working 

and do need to be fixed.  Also, situations come along that are unique and not understood.  

Nothing works so you better come up with some new approach.  This is the world of self-

regulation, adaptation and survival. 

Or you could just call it “learning”. 

Our human brain, like all CAS, must be good at survival based on quick responses and adaptive 

behaviors.  Fortunately (and contrary to many decades of contrary medical teachings), our 

human brain remains “adaptable” even into advanced age by degree.  Of course, I am referring 

to “neuroplasticity”. 

Here is “the rub”.  A CAS (aka our brain) cannot move directly from current Order to increased 

Higher Order (aka “learning”) in a direct line of accomplishment.  It is necessary to “shake things 

up a bit” to get where you want (or must) go.  Fortunately, we have the ability to experience 

aspects of neural Chaos to achieve our goals. 

Unstable or Chaos do not sound like good experiences and that is true if the degree and duration 

is excessive.  However, limited amounts are in fact very good and absolutely required for learning, 

growth and positive change.  In our brain, this profitable, temporary destabilization occurs on an 

“as needed basis” as well as at regular intervals.  Functionally, in normal physiology, the condition 

is generated by a disruption of associated brain networks.  The result (as a generalized comment) 

is that the Ordered cognitive experiences associated with the Neural Networks involved become 

unreliable with the result of a disruption of normal functions. 

CAS in general are known to kick into a swirling degree of complexity verging on Chaos when 

presented with a new stimulus.  Actually, such systems are also known to, without apparent 

“rhyme nor reason”, flip into chaotic behaviors and then as suddenly, reset themselves into an 

ordered behavior.  One could imagine the CAS as “exercising” its adaptive dynamics or, even 

perhaps just “playing”! 

To illustrate a point, the Default Mode Network (DMN) becomes dominant when the person is 

conscious but not in a particular task mode.  It’s kind of like your neurological easy chair in which 
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you can settle back into when it’s time for a break.  Of importance is the fact that the DMN 

generates much of the sense of “self” – the “me” experience.  So, one may understand that in 

sleep phases that involve dreaming, the DMN goes “offline”, i.e., it becomes Unstable.  This 

condition allows for the free-flowing dream scenarios and variation on “self” that are famous in 

dream themes.  There are numerous evolving theories of why we dream and the related 

functional advantages including memory consolidation and conflict resolution. 

The fact of regular Unstable brain network states provides provocative stimulation in the 

consideration of how we deal with the Unknown, Conflict, Adaptation and Survival itself.  To 

probe deeply at an existential level, the very purpose of Suffering itself may be to disrupt 

cognitive Order and lay the basis for new discovery and a return to Order at a higher degree – to 

learn the lessons of Life.  In this vein, the intensities of Pain and even Pleasure may be keys to the 

doors of new perspectives that may never avail themselves in the streams of common habituated 

experience. 

The place of hallucinogens in human experience may be precisely understood and appreciated 

because of their reliable capacity to disrupt ordered brain network functions.  The same is likely 

to be true regarding various yogic, spiritual and religious techniques.  Certainly, much of the new 

discipline of Neuro-Theology supports these views.  High levels of exertion found in survival 

experiences as well as conscious efforts typical of “extreme sports” go further in validating the 

concept that temporary Unstable brain networks offer a gateway to “uncommon” states that 

may provide access to new perspectives on the usual life experiences. 

Undoubtedly, various disease and injury conditions are capable of inducing unstable brain 

networks.  This is clearly evident in a number of psychiatric cases with predictable neurological 

findings.  The cruel history of torture provides a veritable textbook of “brainwashing” techniques.  

Certainly, the predictable stages in inducting a person into a cult or reshaping an individual into 

a military “fighting machine” are replete with examples of purposely inducing unstable brain 

network conditions suitable for “reprogramming” the person.  In a softer philosophical light, Fritz 

Perl, one of the founders of Gestalt Therapy, was fond of pointing out the transition phase 

between “old knowledge” and “new knowledge” as one of “creative frustration”. 

 

Tempered Instability and Hyperplasticity: 

An Unstable network state if too severe or lasting too long can be destructive to the CAS.  There 

are numerous examples of “mad yogis” and, closer to home, plenty of PTSD people suffering 

everywhere.  Every once and a while, “letting your hair down” or having the Mardi Gras just feels 
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right – maybe even mandatory.  An Ordered state sustained too long can also result in rigid 

behaviors and diminished new learning. 

The trick is knowing how to successfully keep increasing Order into higher Order with the 

judicious use of purposeful Chaotic interludes.  Tempered Instability makes for exciting new 

learning. 

An interesting and timely example of “tempered instability” is the trend amongst certain persons 

to use sub-threshold doses of hallucinogens such as LSD or psilocybin.  These substances are, of 

course, currently Schedule One illegal drugs in the USA (and many other countries).  Before 1968, 

many of these drugs, including mescaline, were used liberally in numerous academic and 

government research projects.  Interestingly, the primary theory was that these drugs could 

induce on demand various types of psychosis and that using the drugs in controlled experiments 

could be a short cut to understand better the associated psychiatric conditions.  In general terms, 

the focus of the experimentation was not on advancing knowledge of “human potential” or 

“transcendent consciousness”.   

These days, there is a small positive attitude shift towards considering therapeutic application of 

such substances.  Once again, and reflecting earlier principles, the drugs are considered as 

possible treatments for a variety of psycho-emotional disorders.  For example, ketamine is 

currently being administered in slow IV sub-threshold doses over a period of hours as a 

therapeutic stimulus to shift chronic depressive and anxiety states.  A few universities have 

obtained permission to experiment with psilocybin as related to mood disorders. 

Hallucinogenic drugs are powerful network destabilizers with effects that can last anywhere from 

15 minutes to 15 hours and more. The concept of “microdosing” (the position of the author on 

this topic is neutral) is too apply a small dose that is substantially below the dose required to 

create “a trip”.  The author considers such as “microdose” (of whatever substances involved) as 

an example of a chemical means of creating a “tempered instability”.  

The benefit of a controlled “tempered instability” by whatever means (and there are many means 

that do not involve hallucinogens) is the development of a condition termed “hyperplasticity”.  It 

is easy to recognize an evident relationship of “hyperplasticity” and “neuroplasticity” because of 

the common sharing of the term “plasticity”. 

Hyperplasticity is a temporary condition that exists after a period of network instability.  It can 

be associated with either positive or negative processes depending on the circumstances.  

Hyperplasticity is a sensitized and impressionable condition in which the brain is more susceptible 

to information imprinting. 
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Every CAS “wants” to survive or at least behaves in such a way.  It appears that “non-equilibrium” 

entities act to avoid death or entropic equilibrium.  The apparent physiology of our human brain 

is such that as experience “enters” the system by way of the senses, the first and foremost task 

is an exceedingly rapid assessment of risk.  Is this experience safe or a threat?  (Physiologically, 

this is the functioning level of the amygdala in the lower-mid brain areas).  We are “feeling 

creatures that think” and not “thinking creatures that feel”. 

If the experience contains easily recognizable features associated with past positive experiences, 

the “all green” feeling is projected up into the higher brain areas where thoughts form around 

the experience.  If the recognizable features are associated with past negative experiences, the 

“code red” occurs and signals defensive responses into the higher brain with strategies to 

accompany the reflex surges of adrenalin. 

Now, apart from these two “green/red” possibilities of recognizable experiences, we are left with 

completely “novel” information input – something very new or, especially, something that 

“doesn’t make any sense”.  Enter the “destabilizer”.  

If the “destabilizer” is of significant strength, the sympathetic fight/flight/freeze reflex responses 

occur.  If it is a “tempered destabilizer”, there is the probability of a “window of opportunity” in 

which the sensitized state of “curiosity” can receive unexpected and impressionable information 

without triggering defensive reflexes.  In here lies the art and science of induced learning states. 

 

Think of It this Way: 

You are resting in bed reading a book.  It is dark but still early evening.  All is calm and the book 

is good.  Suddenly – BOOM!  You hear a loud noise coming from across the house.  Everything 

stops including your breath.  You have quickly entered into a cognitively destabilized state (unless 

you have had specific training in dealing with such shocking surprises). 

Time is suspended and you are in an alerted state.  Curiosity reigns and the mind begins to search 

– just then your partner calls out, “Your damned dog just knocked over the big lamp”.  This 

(although perhaps not perfect) is an example of how an experience that temporarily “doesn’t 

make sense” will halt normal brain network functions and create a highly sensitized and 

impressionable state of hyperplasticity.  Because the stimulation was quickly curtailed by the 

“damned dog” explanation, the stimulus could be considered a “tempered destabilizer”.  Even 

so, you would note a heightened sense of awareness that could persist for up to an hour or two 

afterwards (which is a predictable characteristic of an induced hyperplastic state). 
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Should the BOOM sound not have been quickly clarified, the destabilized condition could easily 

have surpassed the boundaries of temporary alertness and flipped into worrisome vigilance 

followed by fight/flight/freeze reflexive sympathetic activity.  This possible end state is not 

conducive to new learning but instead resurrects old defensive habits (for better or worse). 

 

Destabilization is Like Panning for Gold: 

The destabilization of the brain in its natural healthy expression occurs normally in a relatively 

short period of time before a return to an ordered function state.  These normal states tend to 

follow a general pattern often related to the circadian cycle.  As previously mentioned, the night 

time dream states are good examples of healthy destabilized cognitive experiences. It is 

interesting to note that the conscious perception of time is often distorted while in a destabilized 

state and consequently the actual length of time may not match the subjective impression of 

time.  In the destabilized state, a person may have the sense of a prolonged experience that is 

actually taking place in seconds.  Furthermore, time itself may seem suspended and be described 

as “timeless”. 

Apart from normal cyclic periods of destabilization, the brain can be induced to abandon an 

ordered state and enter a destabilized state from a variety of sources.  Pathogenic conditions 

involving changes in metabolism and chemistry are known to stimulate degrees of 

destabilization.  Delusions, hallucinations and altered versions of self-identification are known to 

occur in various physical and psychiatric disorders.  Extreme and sustained levels of physical 

and/or psychological stressed exertion are known to shift the brain into a destabilized state (think 

“vision quest” or “intense military combat”).  A prolonged disruption in waking/sleep cycles 

especially after the third circadian period has a destabilizing effect on the brain. A number of 

chemical compounds including hallucinogens have the reliable capacity to destabilize the brain.  

Various types and patterns of sensory stimulation also have the ability to destabilize brain 

functions (think amusement park rides and disco club strobe lights). 

Depending on the characteristics of the destabilizing influence, different brain networks can be 

disrupted.  Consequently, the resulting destabilized conditions will tend to manifest a variety of 

subjective conscious states.  Regardless of the qualities of the destabilized state, the value of the 

experiences is essentially unpredictable.  The well-known conditions of “set and setting” related 

to hallucinogenic “trips” are considered important in reducing the degree of unpredictability.  In 

current culture, there is a strong interest in consuming ayahuasca under the guidance of a skilled 

shaman who (at least in theory) has the responsibility to maintain experiential parameters on the 

highly personal subjective nature of the induced destabilized state. 
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To use an analogy, brain destabilization is like panning for gold.  Scooping into the stream bed 

results in a pan full of sediment of unpredictable composition.  Most of the sediment is a complex 

blend of typical soil elements and of no value.  Spinning and washing slowly separates the 

sediment so that lighter aspects are washed away leaving heavier ones still in the pan.  The 

principle here is that gold nuggets are much heavier than other common elements.  If after plenty 

of swirling and washing, all the lighter components are tossed out of the pan, heavier ones will 

remain.  If fortunate, some will be gold and therefore be of significant value.  One takes the gold 

nuggets back into town where they are exchanged for currency. 

You get the idea I am sure. 

Most of the time, panning for gold does not result in discovering large quantities of gold, if any.  

Similarly, most destabilized brain states do not result in the discovery of new and valuable 

information and insight.  There is always the risk of the uncommon states yielding nothing of real 

value.  And there is also the possibility of “fool’s gold” (meaning the encounter of deluded 

perceptions that appear to be of real value but actually are not). Yet, it is also possible to 

encounter valued information which can then be introduced into the ordered functions of the 

brain resulting in a new “higher order” of function – something important has been “learned”. 

 

The Void of the Unknown: 

Another simple way of characterizing the complementary brain states other than Order and 

Chaos or Stable and Unstable could be Common and Uncommon. (We will also introduce 

Ordinary and Non-ordinary later in the article). 

The concepts of Common and Uncommon noticeably do not imply an inherent preference or 

value to either state.  The difference is simply that one category is familiar and the other is not 

familiar.  They are complementary states in any system.  Keep in mind that a Common state could 

be uncomfortable such as anxiety for some persons while an Uncommon state (however induced) 

may be pleasant.  If anxiety is Common, finding oneself drifting into a zone of dreamy twilight 

imagery could be quite relieving. 

The main point here is that we are all prone to the habituation that structures and populates our 

Common ordered states of mind.  Certain Common states are positive and to be preserved and 

expanded while other Common states are negative and even destructive and should be modified 

or abandoned.  To expand a positive Common state or to reduce a negative Common state 

requires an open willingness to risk the Uncommon. 
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Zen mind.  Beginners mind. 

The quality of the Uncommon can also be felt as the Unknown.  The Unknown for most all of us 

is a “cognitive vacuum”.  And, as is said in the physical sciences, “Nature abhors a vacuum”.  So, 

in the case of the “cognitive vacuum” of the Unknown/Uncommon experience, there is an 

irresistible urge to fill the “meaningless” Unknown with “meaningful” interpretation.  To “make 

sense” of “nonsense”. The uncertainty of unrecognizable Uncommon states is difficult to tolerate 

especially against the primeval survival reflexes of discerning potential threat.  The “better safe 

than sorry” motto can act impulsively to inject into the novel experiences encountered in an 

Uncommon destabilized state an interpretation that can calm the angst of uncertainty with a 

balm of acceptable concept.  One may feel better but for all the wrong reasons. 

 

Types of Uncommon Experiences Resulting from Destabilization: 

Uncommon conscious states have understandably always held a certain fascination throughout 

human history.  Often times such states have been assigned a religious or spiritual significance 

which, in certain cases, has been well deserved.  If attractive, such states are inevitably pursued 

over and over again and because of their inherently unpredictable nature, the resultant 

experiences prove to be characteristically uneven.  

Here is an attempt at a very simplified categorization of experiences associated with a 

destabilized brain state: 

1) Perhaps surprisingly, posing a question to someone (the simply interrogative “Why)?” 

can induce a short (or longer) lasting destabilization: 

a. Notice the subtle suspension of “Common” consciousness as you go into a 

“search mode” for a suitable (truthful or not) answer as to “why?’; 

b. The famous “unanswerable” Zen Koan technique is a good example of the skillful 

use of destabilization to “open the mind” to new perspectives on experience. 

2) A spontaneous modest disorientation that is not specifically unpleasant but “weird” or 

“strange’: 

a. The length of actual time is brief; 

b. The well-known “déjà vu” experience may be set in this category. 

3) Being suddenly awakened from a deep sleep or the first awakened moments following 

general anesthesia: 

a. The disorientation may seem strong for a brief period in which the person may 

not know where they are physically or interpret sounds and sights erroneously. 

4) Post-concussion with loss of consciousness: 

a. Disorientation with possible short and/or long-term types of amnesia. 
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5) Exposure to various sensory stimulation including light, sound, touch and smell: 

a. Music, especially of certain types, can create an impressive destabilization with 

the result of a wide range of subject Uncommon states many of which are 

attractive with a positive valued outcome expressed in mood change; 

b. Sustained highly rhythmic stimulation is capable of inducing the “frequency 

following response” resulting in brain signal entrainment: 

i. The narrow band signal entrainment will tend to generate in susceptible 

persons a range of Uncommon states associated with calm, relaxed or 

alerted vigilance or dreamy twilight imagery; 

ii. This category is characterized by its narrow “trance” quality which tends 

to involve a narrow, sustained restriction of brain activity. 

c. Sustained highly randomized stimulation is capable of inducing Uncommon 

states of consciousness: 

i. Lacking specific periodicity and/or frequency, the subjective experiences 

will tend to vary dramatically; 

ii. Because the signals do not have a sustained predictable timing 

(periodicity) or intensity, there is no frequency following response or 

brain entrainment; 

iii. Imagine trying to dance to music in which the rhythm, tone and tune 

keeps changing irradicably; 

iv. Subjectively, the experience will be strongly influenced by “set and 

setting” including previous concept and expectations combined with the 

personal psycho-emotional disposition of the individual. 

d. Hallucinogenic drugs have a highly reliable capacity to create brain 

destabilization: 

i. Certain drugs are known to project a signature “tone” into the 

Uncommon state; 

ii. This “tone” combines with the psycho-emotional disposition of the 

person which is then merged into the circumstances at the time; 

iii. It is well known that the USA/CIA experimented with LSD and other 

hallucinogens at the peak of the Cold War when concerns of Mind 

Control and Psychic Warfare were prevalent. 

e. Regular practice of various spiritual techniques: 

i. The list of examples here would be very large and long; 

ii. Debates continue as to the validity and credibility of the Uncommon 

conscious states that typify this huge category; 

iii. Human societies have always (for the most part) considered this category 

to be significant if not precious; 
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iv. Although regular themes and reports do appear as to the nature, content 

and meaning of these Uncommon states, there is also a wide variety of 

interpretations that complicate the issue. 

f. The Near Death Experience (NDE) is well known and often has reports of similar 

content: 

i. This category fuels a highly contentious debate; 

ii. Persons having had a NDE often (but not always) report a radical change 

in their attitude and perception of daily life following the NDE. 

g. Various physical and psychological disturbances can induce short or long-term 

destabilization and the resultant Uncommon states: 

i.  Loss of certain senses (eg. blindness) can create certain Uncommon 

states; 

ii. Dementias are well known to destabilize critical brain networks resulting 

in many types of disturbing Uncommon states; 

iii. Neuro-psychiatric conditions such as schizophrenia famously destabilize 

healthy brain network functioning. 

h. Sustained high levels of physical and/or psychological exertion: 

i. “Life or Death” conditions can push a person beyond Common 

physiological and psychological boundaries with the result of destabilized 

brain networks; 

ii. Various “extreme sports” with high levels of risk and exertion can induce 

temporary neurotransmitter driven Uncommon states; 

iii. The highly excited neurological states currently associated with “flow” 

and “the zone” are fair examples of short term biochemically induced 

Uncommon states often times assigned as positive and valuable. 

 

What About All Those Colors and Patterns: 

The experiences of destabilized Uncommon states are sometimes difficult to describe.  Colors 

can be super rich and “other worldly”.  Sounds can be coming from everywhere and nowhere, 

all at the same time.  Time and space become elastic and even fluid. Where “me” begins and 

ends is curiously vague.  Even thinking seems funny or foreign and ideas can range from the 

profound to the absurd sometimes simultaneously.  Places can transform from the mundane to 

the exotic.  Tensions can melt away giving great relief while strange forces can bring your 

guardians to attention. 

Not all of Neural Reality experiences are as dramatic as described above.  They can be subtle 

and sublime.  They can also sustain an odd neutrality leaving a person to creatively “fill in the 
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blanks” for themselves.  There is no particular set metric at what makes an experience of 

Neural Reality significant or valuable.  Seasoned meditators will tell you of urges to “rate” their 

experiences only to finally give up and simply accept and continue in their practices.  As a well-

known Zen saying goes – “Before enlightenment, chop wood and carry water.  After 

enlightenment, chop wood and carry water.” 

The human brain has disproportionally large number of neurons devoted to vision.  As a result, 

other than the generalized “sense of self” at the basis of consciousness, internalized visual 

experiences are often the cardinal expression found in Neural Reality.  A majority of 

transcendental spiritual experiences report lights, colors and patterns that ornament the 

greater sense of being.  Hallucinogens excite indescribable psychedelic visions with common 

objects exploding into micro galaxies.  Even a good punch in the nose will have you “seeing 

stars”. 

So, what about all those colors and patterns? 

There are two basic ways to approach the subject.  One is from the perspective of spiritual and 

shamanic traditions and the other is from our contemporary science.  Each have much to say, 

neither one is complete or in agreement, even with itself.  One thing is for sure – Neural Reality 

type experiences do occur and often. 

The position of the author is to see value in both approaches.  Furthermore, the author does 

not see spiritual traditions at odds with science.  Inspired by the Dalai Lama, studying and 

valuing both seems wise and seeking out the “sameness” is more rewarding than searching for 

the “differences”. 

The following will be a basic review of contemporary research and concepts regarding “all those 

colors and patterns”.  Other than simple comments, this review will not include the wide 

variety of traditional spiritual/shamanic/folk views on the topic. 

 

Colors and Patterns – An Overview of Concepts and Findings: 

The general term for the light/color/patterns in Neural Reality experiences is “phosphenes”.  

The word phosphene comes from the Greek words phos (light) and phainein (to show).  

Alternatively, the term “entoptic” or “entopic” are also used meaning “within the eye/visual 

system”.  There is also a second category of related visual experiences that are often labelled 

“eidetic” or “photographic hallucinations.  The phosphenes (or entoptic/entopic) originate 

within the neural connections between the eye and the cortex.  Eidetic or photographic images 

emerge within the cortex or midbrain. (Psychedelic Information Theory, James L. Kent, 2010). 
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From Kent: 

“Entopic hallucinations fall into predictable geometric patterns and can be measured by formal 

properties such as form constant, flicker rate, rotation, drift and decay.  Common phosphene 

forms include web, grid, checkerboard, clover-leaf, honeycomb, spiral, funnel or more 

amorphous floating blobs and stars.  Phosphene patterns may match recurring patterns in the 

natural world such as cells, stars, sand dunes, flowers, clouds and snakeskin.   Evidence suggests 

that the form constants of phosphenes are directly related to spatial relationships between the 

ring-like structures of the retinal cells and the grid-like or columnar neural structures of the 

visual cortex.  The spontaneous production of geometric hallucinations is due to excitation and 

loss of stability in these retinal-cortical feedback coupling pathways.  The transition from 

seamless aliasing to spontaneous geometric patterns can be described as a transcritical sensory 

bifurcation reflecting the spatial organization of the recurrent network. 

Pulses in the same frequency range as brain waves (theta to gamma) are most effective in 

producing flicker phosphenes.  Flicker phosphenes created by stroboscopic lights or “mind-

machines” tend to be more amorphous at low frequencies (1-4 Hz), tend to fall into web, spiral 

or cloverleaf patterns at medium frequencies (4-9 Hz) and tend to lock into grid, honeycomb, or 

checkerboard patterns at higher frequencies (9-16+ Hz).  Flicker phosphenes will have slow 

lateral drift at lower frequencies; a rotational drift at medium frequencies; and will maintain 

stability or produce flat lateral drift at higher frequencies.  These phase-related transitions in 

standing wave shape are also seen in Chladni patterns created on vibrating plates.” 

Eidetic or photographic hallucinations tend to occur in stages of “uncommon” states of 

consciousness (sometimes referred to as NOCS or Non-Ordinary Conscious States) and are 

strongly influenced by cultural and personal conditioning.  Essentially, lacking recognition of the 

signal impulses, the “unconscious” mind of the person injects cultural/personal images into the 

“information vacuum” resulting from the novel stimulation.  In Jungian theory, the “Collective 

Unconscious” may also serve as a source of imagery.  The process is similar to watching clouds 

in the sky and allowing imagery to develop (“that looks like a bear and that one is a frog”).  

Once images begin to emerge as “signals” in the “noise”, meaningful interpretations rapidly 

follow. 

The earliest account of phosphenes is that of the Bohemian physiologist Johannes Purkinje in 

1819. He was the first to publish a detailed account of phosphenes (Oster 1970:85). In 1845, a 

Frenchman named Jacques Moreau used hashish to induce an hallucinatory condition, but was 

still able to report his experiences. However, such methods were not approved of by his 

colleagues (Siegal 1977:132). Eight years later, in 1853, his fellow countryman Brierre de 

Boismont stated that hallucinations were all characterized by excitation and the production of 
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images from memory and their imagination whilst in states of insanity, delirium tremens, drug 

intoxication, nervous disorders, nightmares, dreams, ecstasies and fevers (Siegal 1977:132). 

In 1926, at the University of Chicago, Heinrich Klüver began a series of investigations. These 

were not dissimilar to those methods employed by Moreau eighty years earlier. Hashish had 

been replaced by mescaline, an hallucinogenic alkaloid derived from the peyote cactus 

Lophophora williamsii, and remarkable for the visual hallucinations it produced (Siegal 

1977:132). 

In 1928, a German neurosurgeon, Otfrid Foerster, noticed that when he electrically stimulated 

the surface of the occipital lobe at the back of the brain, the patient experienced the sensation 

of light (Oster 1970:86). 

However, it was Max Knoll and his colleagues at the Technische Hochschule in Munich, who 

carried out the most extensive investigation of electrically induced phosphenes (Oster 

1970:85). More recent research has been built upon the work produced by these men, and 

references to their work can be found in the majority of publications on the subject. 

Although much research has been done following 1970, the article appearing in the Scientific 

American, February 1970 by Gerald Oster (referred to above) still stands as an excellent 

comprehensive summary of the topic. 

According to Oster (1970:83) 'Seeing Stars' is seeing phosphenes, an experience that can be 

induced by a blow on the head or by other mechanical means. A less violent procedure is to 

apply pressure to the eyeballs with the fingers. If, with the eyes closed, one gently touches the 

lid with the tip of a finger, a phosphene appears: a glowing circle or part of a circle, apparently 

about a quarter of an inch in diameter. The phosphene's location in the visual field is opposite 

the point the finger touches: at the outer edge of the field when the eyelid is touched near the 

nose, low in the field when the center of the upper lid is touched. This is discussed in more 

detail by Walker (1981:142) when he describes all the methods by which phosphenes can be 

generated by pressure alone. 

Increasing the pressure on the eyeball produces more dramatic phosphenes. One procedure is 

to apply the index fingers at the inner edge of the eyeballs and press in and toward the 

temples. The visual field lights up and then, as pressure is maintained for a few seconds, a 

scintillating design appears - a kind of checkerboard or shifting field of glowing dots, sometimes 

with elaborate substructures arrayed around a luminous center. When the pressure is released, 

the checkerboard fades away, sometimes leaving the central luminosity. If the pressure is then 

renewed, a pattern of bright, irregular lines appears that resembles a system of blood vessels. 
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When the pressure is again released, a fine filigree image appears and remains for some time. 

The checkerboard design is probably some manifestation of the orderliness of the neural 

network of the retina; it shifts in the visual field as the gaze is shifted. The filigree, on the other 

hand, may be generated farther along the visual pathway, since it remains stationary regardless 

of where one looks. However, there is a degree of individual sensitivity; some people can make 

phosphenes occur regularly with little provocation and after-images which last a long time, 

others cannot (Oster 1970:83-4; Brindley 1963). 

One way of producing phosphenes for experimental purposes is to induce them electrically. In 

an early account, Johannes Purkinje "applied one electrode to his forehead and the other to his 

mouth, and by rapidly making and breaking the current with a string of metal beads he was able 

to induce stabilized phosphene images" (Oster 1970:85). 

However, it was Max Knoll and his colleagues at the Technische Hochschule in Munich who 

carried out the most extensive investigation of electrically induced phosphenes. "He found that 

pulses in the same frequency range as brain waves (from 5 cycles per second to about 40) were 

most effective in producing phosphenes. He tested more than 1000 people and found that all of 

them, after becoming dark-adapted, saw at least a flickering light; by concentrating carefully 

about half of the subjects also a saw geometric figures" (Oster 1970:85). Figure 1 illustrates 15 

of the images outlined by Knoll (after Oster 1970:87). 

"As Knoll varied the frequency of the pulses the patterns changed, and by altering the frequency 

Knoll's group identified 15 classes of figures and a number of variations within each class. For 

each person tested the spectrum of phosphenes (the kind of pattern at each frequency) was 

repeatable, even after six months" (Oster 1970:85). 
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The Munich group also found that electrically induced phosphenes were considerably more 

elaborate for subjects who had been given a very small dose of a hallucinogenic drug, say 10 

micrograms of LSD (Oster 1970:85). 

As Oster (1970:86) mentions, phosphenes seem to originate at different points along the visual 

pathway (the basis of a method employed in the study of blindness to locate the actual region 
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of the visual system which is damaged). The visual areas of the brain can be stimulated directly 

to produce phosphenes. This has been demonstrated by a number of investigators, usually in 

the course of brain operations during which the patient is conscious under local anesthesia. 

"The technique of electrical stimulation of the surface of the brain (the cerebral cortex) has been 

highly developed in recent years by Wilder Penfield and his colleagues at the Montreal 

Neurological Institute. They apply an alternating current to two closely spaced electrodes in 

contact with various areas on the surface of the brain. Stimulating the visual cortex at the 

extreme rear of the brain interrupts the patient's normal vision and causes him to see specks of 

light. When electrodes are moved to the adjacent region, the visual associative area, the patient 

reports seeing phosphenes of geometric design. When the electrodes are moved father forward, 

the patient frequently reports a visual scene of some past experience that is so vivid as to be 

current (Oster 1970:86). 

"Phosphenes are also induced by a wide variety of chemical agents. Alcohol is one; a person 

with delirium tremens may see a field of bright, moving specks that he may interpret as insects 

crawling on the wall. Toxins such as those associated with scarlet fever may evoke similar 

phosphenes. Hallucinogenic drugs such as mescaline, psilocybin and LSD often evoke 

phosphenes of abstract design. Indeed, phosphenes appear to be a significant feature of 

psychedelic intoxication. Some years ago, I took a small dose of LSD (75 micrograms) in the 

course of an experiment in visual psychology. Long after the other effects of the drug had worn 

off - for six months, as a matter of fact - I saw magnificent phosphenes at bedtime. For the most 

part they were variations of rather simple geometric forms in pastel shades of yellow, orange 

and green. (Psilocybin, according to other investigators, tends to produce phosphenes in 

disquieting colors - deep blue and dark green)" (Oster, 1970:84-5). 

"Pronounced phosphenes are associated with a number of disorders. A person suffering from 

migraine headache may see a checkerboard or 'fortification' pattern, usually in the half of the 

visual field that is opposite the side of the head where the ache is localized. Ophthalmologists 

recognize a pronounced phosphene that regularly accompanies movement of the eye as a 

symptom of a detached retina. Disturbing phosphenes may also arise from pressure on the optic 

nerve or on the visual regions of the brain, caused by a tumor or by some vascular disorder 

within the cranium" (Oster, 1970:85). 

Hallucinations are thought to be culturally biased in their generation. It must follow that any 

description or depiction of an hallucination will also be culturally biased. This being the case, 

the emphasis has been transferred to the imagery which is generated in the nervous system. 

These phosphenes and form constants are thought to be culturally unbiased during their 

generation. However, culturally unbiased during altered states of consciousness they may be, 
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but, as with hallucinations, any explanation or depictions of them become culturally biased. The 

viewer makes a conscious decision concerning which images he/she pays attention to: he/she 

uses subjective terminology in the description of his/her visions and cannot avoid the innate 

need to use similes. 

Because these form constants and phosphenes are derived from the human nervous 

system, "all people who entertain altered states of consciousness, no matter what their cultural 

background, are liable to perceive them" (Eichmeier and Höfer 1974; Reichel-Dolmatoff 1978). 

Phosphenes can be induced by physical stimulation such as pressure on the eyeball and are 

thus entophthalmic ('within the eye'). Form constants derive from the optic system probably 

beyond the eye. Form constants and entoptic phenomena are largely geometric forms and 

phosphenes or entoptics are non-culturally biased. Hallucinations are more complex, culturally 

controlled iconic visions. (Entoptic Phenomena, 1995, UK) 

form constants  

and phosphenes  

entoptic phenomena  

or entoptics  

largely geometric forms  

non-culturally biased 

hallucinations 
 

more complex  

iconic visions  

culturally controlled 

 

As Siegal (1977:132) states, to perceive things which are not actually there is termed an 

hallucination. The term 'hallucination' comes from the Latin 'hallucinari', meaning 'to dream or 

to wander in mind'. However, Siegal (1977:132) believes this to be far from precise; he would 

prefer to use the definition which is widely accepted in psychiatry: "A false sensory perception 

in the absence of an actual external stimulus. May be induced by emotional and other factors 

such as drugs, alcohol and stress. May occur in any of the senses".  In this case the sense we are 

concerned with is primarily the visual. Taking this broad-based definition into account, at some 

time or other the majority of people will have availed themselves of drugs or alcohol, or 

experienced stress. It is also likely that everyone has at one time or other experienced an 

hallucination. Siegal (1977:132) points out that lonely explorers, isolated hunters in the Arctic 

and prisoners in dark cells (the notorious “prisoner’s cinema) have reported experiencing them. 

Siegal set out to answer the question, "Do the hallucinations of one person have anything in 

common with those of another?" With the aid of his colleagues at the Neuropsychiatric 

Institute of the University of California at Los Angeles, he attempted to answer this very 

question with the aid of experiment. On the whole, they found that hallucinations did have a 

great deal in common, and that "the experiments point to underlying mechanisms in the central 
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nervous system as the source of a universal phenomenology of hallucinations" (Siegal 

1977:132). 

Klüver (1926) reported that the mescaline-induced imagery could be observed with the eyes 

either closed or open and that with the eyes open it was impossible to look at a blank wall 

without seeing it as being covered with various forms (Siegal, 1977:132). He defined four main 

types of constantly occurring hallucinations: 

 

grating, lattice, fretwork, filigree, honeycomb and chessboard; 

 

cobwebs; 

 

tunnel, funnel, alley, cone and vessel; and 

 

spirals. 
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He further characterized these constant forms by "varied and saturated colors, intense 

brightness and symmetrical configurations". Klüver (1926:503) goes on to say that the visions 

appeared to be located at reading distance, and that they varied greatly in their apparent size, 

and could not generally be consciously controlled. 

Siegal (1977:132) listed thirteen conditions in which these form constants have been reported: 

 

falling asleep and waking up 
 

dizziness 

 

insulin hypoglycemia 
 

the delirium of fever 

 

epilepsy 
 

psychotic episodes 

 

advanced syphilis 
 

sensory deprivation 

 

photostimulation 
 

electrical stimulation 

 

crystal gazing 
 

migraine headaches 

 

drug intoxications   
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Siegal notes that the majority of drugs which give rise to these images are termed hallucinogens 

but goes on to say that other drugs and substances can produce similar effects. He therefore 

states that most psychoactive compounds (to the extent that they cause the mind or attention 

to wander) can also be regarded as hallucinogens. These may include: alcohol, carbon dioxide, 

cocaine, cortisol, digitalis, scopolamine and even tobacco with a high nicotine content (Siegal 

1977:132). 

During Klüver's (1926) studies of hallucinations, he noted that little was reported by the 

subjects on the simple geometric designs of the hallucinations or on the detailed descriptions of 

more complex images. Instead they tended to concentrate on the iconic representations, 

among those described being religious symbols and images, images of small animals and human 

beings, many of which were in the form of cartoons or caricatures. Klüver puts these omissions 

down to the novelty of the hallucinatory experience, stating that the subjects may have been 

overwhelmed by the color and brightness of the images. Another explanation could be that the 

subjects passed off the simple geometric imagery as being less important than the complex 

icons (Siegal 1977:132). 

Klüver (1926:503) during his experiments took mescal buttons in order to experience and 

record his visions. The following is an account of his general observations of what he saw with 

his eyes closed: 

"(1) Adequate descriptive terms are hard to find. Most investigators emphasize the point that 

the phenomena defy all description. H. Ellis says, "The chief character of the visions is their 

indescribibleness" [H. Ellis, Mescal: a new artificial paradise, Annual Rep. Smiths. Inst., 1897, 

537]. This is due partly to the fact that forms and colors show certain characteristics not 

experienced previously in such a way, and partly to the transitoriness (sic) of the phenomena. 

(2) The phenomena are frequently but not always localized at reading distance. Sometimes they 

are nearer or father away. Movements may occur in all directions, but movements of approach 

and recession do not occur so often. 

(3) The center of the visual field if often distinguished from the remainder of the field; there may 

be greater brightness, a different color or rotation while the remainder of the field is motionless 

(or vice versa). In the case of designs the center is often aesthetically the dominating part. 

Frequently, the field of vision is similar to the interior of a cone the vertex of which is lying in the 

center of the field directly before the eyes (or vice versa). 

(4) The visions cannot be influenced by 'thinking' and 'will'. 
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(5) Visual memory-images and visionary phenomena exist independently. 

(6) All spectral colors can be observed. There is no indication that certain colors occur more 

frequently than others. Sometimes approximately complementary colors appear simultaneously 

or successively. 

(7) In the majority of cases the arrangement of objects in the optical field is symmetrical. 

(8) The observation of the phenomena is accompanied by pleasant feeling tones" (Klüver 

1926:503-4). 

These were his main observations. For a complete account of his vision, which lasted several 

hours, one must see the original report (Klüver 1926:504-506). He also noted that even after 

the true vision ended, the visionary phenomena, dominated by arabesques, ornaments and 

various geometric patterns, lasted until he retired for the evening and could always be seen in 

the dark room with open eyes. (Entoptic Phenomena, 1995, UK) 

 

Do the Colors and Patterns Have an Intrinsic Value or Meaning?: 

“Yes” is the short answer from the author.  Let us look more closely. 

If one concentrates solely on traditional spiritual/shamanistic views, there are serious and 

sincere valuations of “internal” light, colors and patterns.  This is without question and beyond 

doubt.  Qualifying these traditional views in relationship to contemporary scientific views can 

be challenging to say the least considering that the majority of neuroscientists follow a 

reductionistic path and doubt the very existence of “consciousness” itself.  The dominant 

position of current neuroscience is that the experience we call “consciousness” is an 

epiphenomenon of the physical brain organ and that our reality may well be a form (in the 

extreme) of deluded sustained hallucination.  This is not the position of the author.  

 A new breed of neuroscientists is making efforts to clarify the subject from various novel 

perspectives giving birth to a new approach usually called Neurotheology.  The subject is far 

from closed and will likely remain controversial for decades to come especially as we move 

technology further into the realms of Artificial Intelligence and the philosophies of what 

constitutes a “being”. 

It is the view of the author that the internal lights, colors and patterns (as well as other 

“internal” experiences such as unique sounds and sensations) have an intrinsic nature 
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inseparable from consciousness itself.  Whatever neurochemical mechanisms involved are a 

further extension of the processes and as such are critical for the process without necessarily 

being the absolute cause.  The physical relationships are undeniable but direct causation may 

be a mistaken interpretation.  Associations exists but do not automatically imply causation.  

Because more people carry umbrellas on rainy days does not mean that umbrellas are the 

cause of rain. 

At the basis of this theoretical challenge is a troublesome philosophy that creates many flawed 

questions with impossible answers.  Early on in Western civilization, a dualistic concept was 

adopted which claims a separated “material” and “immaterial” reality.  Famous evolving 

interpretations of this very principle have been woven into our western view until this very day.  

The mind-body conundrum (much like the unresolved wave-particle conundrum) has seeded 

many theories.  Today’s neuroscientists, in their own “minds”, have resolved the problem by 

declaring there is only a physical, material reality.  This is a strikingly odd position since for over 

100 years our same science has understood undeniably that all “matter” is, in fact, 

“immaterial”.  Start with a substance (“living” or not) and reduce it to its component molecules.  

From there, to atoms, to sub-atomic articles, to 99.9% “space” with particles evaporating into 

“clouds” of probable “energy”.  Considering this proposition, it is quite clear that the physical 

organ and all of its functions are actually swirling clouds of probable energy conditions – matter 

is immaterial – as is consciousness.  The dual version of reality (including human beings such as 

ourselves) does not “hold water” (or earth, fire, air and ether…for that “matter”!). 

So, that being said, let us return to the science with a (hopefully) somewhat altered view.  The 

author presumes that the evolving human physiology matured in such a way that qualities of 

consciousness were able to develop in parallel.  An organism does not “have” life – an organism 

is “living”. 

Consider these facts: 

1) EEG studies have repeatedly confirmed that certain brain wave conditions occur 

predictably in association with certain subjective cognitive states; 

2) It is known that certain brain wave states can be induced by both endogenous and 

exogenous methods; 

3) In relation to lights/colors/patterns, it is known that certain signal frequencies 

predictably induce the experience of certain colors and patterns; 

4) In the visual cortex, there are known “hypercolumn” neurons structures that are 

predictably excited by certain signal frequencies and that each hypercolumn produces a 

predictable visual angle in combination resulting in the visual effect of “perspective” and 

depth of field; 
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5) Consequently, it is simple enough to combine: 

a.  the knowledge of predictable subjective cognitive states  

b. with predictable signal frequencies  

c. with predictable lights/colors/patterns 

d. with the predictable neuroanatomy and physiology 

i. having the result of inherent value and “meaning” associated with the 

Neural Reality experience. 

It is true to say that the Neural Reality experience is “all in your head”.  It is also true to say that 

your head and brain and mind are inseparable immaterial clouds of information rich probable 

energy. 

 

Neural Reality and the First Language: 

It is the position of the author that as consciousness and the senses turn inward, we are able to 

directly experience the “First Language” that pre-dates cognitive interpretations, extended 

symbology and intellectual reflections.  This view in no way is intended to diminish the critical 

importance of the additional layers of conscious cognition.  Together in an inseparable unity, 

they are “who we are” subjectively and objectively.  To state the position is to insure the value 

our “first language” and the meaningfulness it presents are not diminished or, regretfully, 

disregarded because of ignorant or misguided conclusions. 

From this view, the author believes that evidence of our “First Language” is found in ample 

amounts everywhere if we care to look in the “outside” world (it may be folly to even posit an 

“inside and outside” world but that is too big of a bite for this article to chew).  Paleolithic art 

and aboriginal art are all profound examples of motifs harvested from Neural Reality and are 

attempts to reproduce (perhaps conjure and celebrate) the experiences of the First Language.  

Having passed through period of superb realistic art, in the past century we have seen the 

provocative emergence of “abstract” art that again seeks to explore the impulses and 

“messages” derived from the First Language. 

Music is a treasure and undoubtedly is an “external” expression of the “internal” nature of the 

First Language.  It is fascinating to sample the incredible diversity of musical forms over time 

and across cultures.  The variations seem unending with American jazz forms pushing 

compositional dynamics into diverse harmonics that toy with Chaos over Order. 
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Dance forms have always found their place in human culture and can be found in stunning 

styles also in the animal kingdom.  The kinesthetic expression of the First Language is powerful 

to watch but exponentially more potent to perform.  From communal bonding to ritual 

structuring to ecstatic union, dancing has always drawn the energetic information of the First 

Language into the three dimensions of physical space. 

The direct experience of the First Language of Neural Reality is “food for the soul” and 

“nutrition for the mind”.  It inspires and guides the intellect.  It is the vehicle of creative 

inspiration and expression. The First Language is the foundation and fuel for New Learning. 

 

Using the First Language to Excite and Guide Neuroplastic Change: 

In general terms, there are three basic avenues to excite and develop neuroplastic change in 

the brain: 1) Movement, 2) Mental and 3) Sensory.  The primary trigger of the neuroplastic 

change, regardless of the method is always “attention”.  The secondary fortification of the 

neuroplastic change is “faith” or “confidence” in the method.  This secondary aspect is 

obviously closely associated with “belief”. 

Hiding behind both primary “attention” and secondary “faith/confidence” is the “emotional” or 

“feeling” aspect of personality.  So, it is fair to say that whenever developing and applying a 

neuroplastic method (movement, mental, sensory), three things must be addressed aside from 

the method itself: 

- Quality of attention; 

- Strength of faith; 

- Tone of emotion. 

Approaching neuroplastic brain change via Mental methods is the most popular avenue in the 

general public.  These approaches are essentially psychological in nature and can be applied 

across a wide range of goals and challenges.  The growing acceptance of non-religious forms of 

meditation such as Mindfulness is evidence of successful Mental neuroplastic methods. 

The public as a whole, does not have much involvement with Movement methods as they lack 

the motivation and guidance in developing higher level motor skills.  This is decidedly not the 

case in world class amateur and professional athletics.  Motor skills are often considered 

paramount and learning and developing such skill has always been at the core of athletics.  It is 

the methods of learning that are evolving and, in athletics there is finally the acceptance of the 

“head game”, meaning that Mental methods for neuroplastic brain/body change are accepted 
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and valued.  In fact, often times the coach may have to “get in the head” of the player to direct 

the player into new learning. 

The least developed neuroplastic area of methodology is Sensory.  The Sensory approach to 

neuroplastic brain change is where the Neuro Light device and methodology shine.  All human 

activity involving learning utilizes the senses in one form or another.  Refining the Movement 

and Mental processes with appropriate Sensory stimulation is the way that organisms have 

evolved and still function moment to moment all the time.  From this perspective, the 

extraordinary power of music becomes more understandable.  Consider also the fact that the 

human brain has developed a neurological design to favor and feed vision over all of the other 

senses.  The combination of light and sound signaling is the royal road to neuroplastic brain 

change. Combined with “attention” and “faith”, it acts passively without the need of willful 

participation. 

Using Sensory based light/sound compositions introduces the concept (and term) “Neural 

Reality”. 

 

Stable and Unstable – the way the brain learns: 

The brain can be appreciated as a Complex Adaptive System (CAS).  It has innumerable 

components and features at both microscopic and macroscopic levels.  Essentially it exists in 

complementary states of Order and (near) Chaos.  This is true of all CAS and provides 

tremendous insights in how to design methods to influence this natural design. 

Like all CAS (and “dissipative” systems) stable or ordered processes are the mainstay of day to 

day functions.  Right now, stable states are allowing you to read this document while being 

aware of your experience and basic environment.  However, when new learning is required by 

demand, the CAS will lose stable coherence and temporarily become unstable or chaotic.  This 

at first sounds bad but it is not bad at all – as long as the degree and duration of instability are 

within broad functional parameters.  As a matter of fact, a CAS occasionally will “loosen” its 

controls on stability/order without a specific demand.  It appears unpredictably and without 

apparent cause.  In theory, it may be the CAS “exercising” its ability to “let go and learn” when 

necessary. 

When a CAS (think human brain/mind) shifts from Order to Chaos, the expectation is that when 

it returns to Order, it will be at a “higher” degree of Order – meaning it “learned” something in 

the process.  Not all Unstable episodes result in new Learning in an obvious way.  There is no 

guarantee that the multiple novel perspectives that may present themselves in an Unstable 

period will result in useful new information and a “higher” Order.  However, the Stable states 

have a limit on their creative adaptation to new demands.  Being able to move from Stable to 
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temporarily Unstable and then back into Stable is the sign of a healthy CAS and human brain – 

especially if there is a need for new Learning. 

 

Brain Engagement not Brain Entrainment: 

Current advanced software designs are not attempting to create Brain Entrainment.  To coin a 

term, the Neuro Reality methods aim for Brain Engagement to stimulate and guide a 

neuroplastic process.  To do this, the advanced devices use a “composition” design in their 

light/sound Sensory brain signal sets. 

Conventional Brain Entrainment techniques will not optimize neuroplastic changes in the brain.  

The entrainment process results in a restricted signal response in a repetitious narrow corridor 

of brain activity.  This creates more of an entrancement that in the end may reduce flexible 

adaptive changes in signal responses.   

The “composition” approach used in the advanced light/sound signaling (in general terms) 

begins with a brief “destabilizing” signal set the stimulates attention and just as attention peaks 

and before it shifts into a vigilant amygdala centered response, quickly introduces the “primary 

attractor” (in physics known as the “strange attractor”).  The action draws the neurological 

response back towards stability and a purpose.  This “one-two” action establishes the early 

stages of the “vector” (or prime purpose of the composition in terms of probable Learning).  All 

advanced light/sound compositions have “vectors” aimed at the probability states associated 

with the developing Brain Skill. 

Once the primary attractor has been introduced and some vector momentum is initiated, the 

secondary attractor joins the vector.  In molecular signaling, the signaling molecule typically 

puts out two related simultaneous frequencies that are somewhat out of phase.  One frequency 

promotes “receptor recognition” while the other promotes “function activation”.  The 

advanced light/sound composition design uses a parallel signal characteristic on a neurological 

level by linking overlapping primary and secondary frequencies that have first and second 

degree associations with the preferred brain signal states involved in the developing Brain Skill. 

Once the vector is established, the integration of the signal pattern is challenged by another set 

of “destabilizing” complex randomized signals.  As a metaphor this is like a good movie in which 

a character once established is challenged by a set of conflicts.  This conflicted challenge acts to 

bring out deeper aspects of the character.  In the advanced light/sound composition, this 

additional destabilizing signal set causes a neural response in which the brain “fights back” to 

sustain the ordered neurological vector.  Imagine dancing to certain music and having someone 

bump into you knocking you off the beat.  You would quickly refocus attention to the music to 

reestablish your preexisting dance step. 
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Again, speaking in general design terms, again after the second challenging signal conflict, the 

primary and secondary signals once again return.  On return, not unlike the chorus of a song, 

the vectored signals repeat in a looping fashion.  The typical length of a composition is 11 

minutes which is a very efficient signaling “lesson” period to optimize attention, absorption and 

set the stages for integration.  If appropriate, after a brief pause of 2 to 3 minutes, a second 

different vector-associated composition can be introduced. 

To further the “composition” description, the analogy of a rock band is useful.  The sound 

aspect of an advanced Brain Skills composition could be compared to the role of the drummer 

and bass player in the rock band.  They establish the foundational elements in the composition 

and “keep it together” throughout.  The light aspect could be compared to the lead guitar and 

singer in the band.  Each band member is contributing a specific set of “signals” that are all 

different but held together by the overall composition.  Listening on separate recording tracks, 

the singer is certainly not trying to “speak” the same signals as the drummer.  The same is true 

of the lead guitar and the bass yet all together a unity of related differences results in a whole 

much greater than the sum of its parts. 

 

Hyperplasticity and Integration: 

The experience of an advanced Brain Skills composition in and of itself can be very intriguing as 

it is often filled with rich colors, geometric patterns and sounds.  The subject has an opportunity 

to relax into the light/sound neuroplastic “lesson” and may report rich and enchanting 

subjective experiences. 

One could compare the light/sound experience to that of eating a meal.  Enjoy it.  Savor the 

tastes and smells.  Colors and textures and temperatures all come together for a satisfying 

moment.  However, it is when the meal is over that the digestion begins which takes time.  

Eventually, this is followed by assimilation and finally utilization of the nutrition.  Hence the 

immediate experience of an advanced composition is followed by a series of stages of 

integration leading finally into utilization. 

The period immediately following a NL composition experience is known as “hyperplasticity”.  It 

is a state of increased sensitivity and impressionability.  The brain has been introduced to a 

Learning set of signals and is “fresh” for advancing integration.  This initial hyperplastic stage 

lasts for one to two hours.  It will tend to “echo” back with less strength in about 8 hours, 

followed by 24 hours from the initial experience and finally, as a weakened sensitivity at 48 

hours. 

It is during these hyperplastic periods (most especially in the one/two hour period immediately 

following the NL experience) that one can take great advantage in supporting the probability of 
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deeper integration.  Here any Movement or Mental neuroplastic method with the same/similar 

Learning vector can be introduced.  The ease and efficiency of global integration is substantially 

increased.  For example, the length of time spent in physical integration is decreased which can 

significantly reduce training fatigue and recovery times in motor skill exercises. 

 

Brain Gym & Brain Skills: 

An advanced Neural Reality device should be designed for a very broad potential market with 

numerous neuroplastic goals.  It is divided into two main sections:  

1) Brain Gym; 

2) Brain Skills. 

Neural Reality Brain Gym: 

The Brain Gym section has a selection of fundamental neural signaling “exercise” compositions.  

These selections are used to build up the brain’s Neuroplastic Capacity for the more complex 

Neuroplastic Demands found in the Brain Skill section of compositions.  Each type of “brain 

exercise” is presented in three levels of Neuroplastic Demand (i.e., degree of challenge or 

difficulty).  They are: 

1) Coordination (degree of change in the neural signal pattern): 

a. Foundation level; 

b. Intermediate level; 

c. Advanced level. 

2) Flexibility (degree of complexity in the neural signal pattern): 

a. Foundation level; 

b. Intermediate level; 

c. Advanced level. 

3) Endurance (degree of rate change in the neural signal pattern): 

a. Foundation level; 

b. Intermediate level; 

c. Advanced level. 

4) Strength (degree of intensity of the neural signal pattern): 

a. Foundation level; 

b. Intermediate level; 

c. Advanced level. 

Within the Neural Reality Brain Gym, there would also be a very important fundamental group 

of Brain Network Reinforcement compositions.  These are used to fortify key networking 
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features in the brain each dedicated to a broader set of responsibilities that underlie Neural 

Reality Brain Skills compositions and neuroplastic based Learning. 

1) Default Mode Network; 

2) Cognitive Control Network; 

3) Limbic Network; 

4) Dorsal Attention Network; 

5) Ventral Attention Network: 

6) Visual Network; 

7) Somato-Sensory Network. 

 

Neural Reality (NR) Brain Skills: 

There are at least 80 different NR Brain Skills compositions that are possible.  A large library of 

NR Brain Skills compositions would be included.  The 80 compositions could be subdivided into 

five categories: 

1) Peace; 

2) Cognition; 

3) Mood; 

4) Dependency; 

5) Exploration. 

The NR Brain Skill compositions are also subdivided in a manner used in the Brain Gym “brain 

exercises”.  Consequently, the concept of Foundation, Intermediate and Advanced are also 

found in the Brain Skills section.  This choice rests on the principle of Capacity and Demand.  If a 

person can only lift 50 kg., you do not attempt to train them initially with 80 kg.  The principle 

also applies to neuroplastic change in the brain. 

Background: 

Garnet Dupuis (Canada/USA, now residing in Thailand) is the Creative Designer, Composer and 

Educator of numerous Bioenergetic Wellness devices and applications.  “Neuro Light Garnet” 

YouTube channel has over 100 Neural Reality and Neuroplasticity training videos.  The videos 

are structured as a free Learning curriculum.  He is also an expert entrepreneur, consultant and 

educator in Complementary and Wellness.  He is the co-founder (1988) of Burke Williams Day 

Spa and Massage Centers across Southern California as well as the co-founder of Baan Dalah 

MindBody Spa in Bangkok, Thailand (an award-winning spa in its 14th successful year in 

operation).     

Garnet Dupuis may be reached by email at garnetdupuis@gmail.com.   
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